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IDEAS ON HOW WE
LET A POEM IN

More Ideas for Poetry as
Practice continued on Page 2

TRY THIS:

Take a moment to imagine

the poet in front of you.

Remember what a mystery a

person is! This poem was born

from a being who is, like you,

magic, & infinite.

If your mind gets stuck

wanting to understand the

poem, use that as an

opportunity for unconditional

friendliness towards the part

of you that wants to know.

That said, how does it feel to

not try to satisfy the desire to

know? Just be with the desire,

without grasping at the state

you imagine you'd be in if you

"knew". The not knowing is a

radical gift that a poem can

give you. 

Day 2 of the Power of Meditation Summit

The following short poem from Cameron Awkward-

Rich combines well with the Energy Circuit Practice

(An Interoceptive Awareness & Breathwork Meditation)

If you choose to use this as a prompt for your own

writing practice, try starting with: "I wake up and it

breaks my heart...." and see where that takes you! More

prompt ideas are on the right column of page 2.

Meditations in an Emergency

I wake up & it breaks my heart. I draw the blinds &
the thrill of rain breaks my heart. I go outside. I 
ride the train, walk among the buildings, men in 
Monday suits. The flight of doves, the city of tents 
beneath the underpass, the huddled mass, old 
women hawking roses, & children all of them, 
break my heart. There’s a dream I have in which I 
love the world. I run from end to end like fingers 
through her hair. There are no borders, only wind. 
Like you, I was born. Like you, I was raised in the 
institution of dreaming. Hand on my heart. Hand 
on my stupid heart.

By Cameron Awkward-Rich

https://onbeing.org/author/gregory-orr/
https://onbeing.org/author/gregory-orr/


A poem is a feast of possibilities.

There is not one right way to read it.

This is true whether you are reading

or writing a poem! Watch how

strong the desire is to understand;

how uncomfortable the mind is with

not knowing. 

Pour the light of your own process

into and through the container of

the page. The process belongs to

itself. You cannot control it, as

much as the mind wants to. Poetry

is magic. Poetry is nothing short of

a miracle. Poetry can be the field of

transformation.

The poet writes: "There’s a dream I have in

which I love the world. I run from end to

end like fingers through her hair."

You could begin by simply saying: There's

a dream I have in which... and just keep

writing. This prompt could be endless.

Don't worry if you do not dream! Make

something up. The poem itself is a dream!

Relax the mind. Let whatever arises be.

Let it come out. Maybe you'll get owls,

maybe petunias, maybe grief, maybe

grass, maybe a sacrament. Receive it!

Let the poem be a place of refuge where

you can express whatever you like,

without needing to arrive at any

conclusion or analysis at all.  

IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH THIS POEM:

GENERAL IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH POEMS:
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